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Abstract: Sector coupling is one of the emerging topics in recent energy and climate change policy
discussions. It can play a significant role in creating the pathway of a renewable-based energy system
in the European energy sector. The North Sea region is very likely to play a key role in the transition
to a sustainable energy system. Although different energy modelling approaches allow a versatile
use, they lead to the problem of an unclear understanding of specific aspects of sector coupling,
and the relevance of existing tools and techniques to model and analyze such a system. This paper
is aimed at providing a comprehensive understanding of sector coupling and its incorporation in
energy system models. Following a thorough literature review on sector coupling and energy system
modelling, the paper outlines an approach to select an appropriate tool based on the specific rationales
of the research. The paper also presents the open energy modelling framework, ‘Oemof’, as an open
model tool to address the complex challenges of energy systems. The conclusions from the literature
review provide a detailed understanding of the concept of sector coupling and indicate that it can be
advantageous from the viewpoints of decarbonization, flexibility, network optimization, and system
efficiency. To solve the coupling barriers, diversified techno-socio-economic circumstances should
be taken into account through the use of model collaboration. It is also demonstrated how a list of
appropriate tools for model collaboration can be picked up methodologically from an available wide
range of models. Finally, ‘Oemof’ is hypothesized as a progressive tool to design a sector-coupled
and renewable-based energy system in the North Sea region.

Keywords: sector coupling; energy system modelling; North Sea energy system; energy transition;
open science; Oemof

1. Introduction

The advancement of the European Union (EU) energy system from fossil fuels to renewable
energy sources (RES) is frequently stated as the “Energy Transition”. Such an energy transition is
essential to combat climate change, in line with the Paris agreement [1]. The Paris agreement initiated
an international framework to keep the increase in global average temperature to well below 2 ◦C [2].
This can only be achieved if there is a global energy transition in terms of how energy is supplied,
transformed and used. The EU is a front-runner of this transition and is encouraging transition at
the international and national levels to achieve a renewable energy-based system. The North Sea
(NS) and its adjacent countries (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden
and the United Kingdom), together referred to as the NS region as shown in Figure 1 [3], play a key
role in the EU in the transition to a sustainable energy system. Hajer and Pelzer have explained the
transition pathway in the NS region using ‘techniques of futuring’ in their paper [4]. In the synthesis
paper from the project ‘North Sea Energy (NSE)’ program, the role of offshore energy integration to
the NS energy system has been thoroughly investigated [5]. The prominent and potential renewable
energy technologies for a future energy system in the NS region, for example, hydropower, biomass,
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biogas and other biofuels, heat pumps, battery storage, power-to-hydrogen, etc. have been exhibited
in [6]. All these works of literature indicate that the energy production in the NS region will have to go
through a radical change from presently being Europe’s most significant hub in oil and gas production
to becoming one of Europe’s important centers for offshore wind production, with the enormous
potential of hydro storage capacity in Norway.
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Figure 1. The North Sea and its adjacent countries. Adapted from Wikimedia Commons [3].

In terms of resource consumption and carbon emissions, the NS region has a massive impact in
Europe because of its enormous size, oil and gas production, and industrial development. The impact
in terms of carbon emission in the NS region can be realized from the extensive Carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2e) emission by the NS countries in Figure 2, which shows the historical greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions with data collected from the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) (1990–2017) [7]. The data has been visualized using the tool from Climate Watch
2018 [8]. Although the profile exhibits a declining trend since the 1990s, the aggregated emission of the
NS countries in 2017 stood at 2.20 Gt CO2e, which was more than half of the total carbon emission
(4.1 Gt CO2e) by the EU-28 region in that year [7]. Therefore, the emission by the NS region is very
critical from the EU perspective and must be controlled at a significant rate to keep the temperature
increment within the Paris agreement ceiling.
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Figure 2. Historical greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by the North Sea (NS) countries (1990–2017).
Adapted from [7,8].

GHG emission is generally driven by high energy demand met by fossil-fueled power plants.
This is also true for the energy sectors of the NS countries, which accounts for more than 83% of the
total pollution (1.83 Gt CO2e) according to 2017 data from UNFCCC [7]. Figure 3, also visualized by
using the tool from Climate Watch [8], shows the historical GHG emission in the energy sector from all
the NS countries. It is evident from Figure 3 that the countries that are still relying heavily on coal and
nuclear for are emitting more (e.g., Germany), and the countries that are using renewables are emitting
less (e.g., Denmark, which uses wind as their main resource).
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2. Motivation, Objective and Methodology

2.1. Motivation

From the introduction, it is obvious that the NS region needs to play a vital role in the EU’s energy
transition to a sustainable energy system. The NS region has a large potential for both onshore and
offshore wind energy, micro-algae production, and wave energy and ocean thermal energy conversion
(OTEC). It also offers opportunities for the deployment of carbon capture and storage (CCS), bio-energy
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facilities, and negative emission facilities (bio-CCS). The energy efficiency and built environment are
also improving in the adjacent countries, impacting the supply–demand patterns. The possibilities for
sector coupling (SC) of power, heat and transport sectors in this region are also becoming significant.
Because of the presence of the national gas grids, the district heating networks, and other relevant
variables, a well-researched strategy can make the energy transition happen successfully. Therefore,
the NS region can be seen as a representative region that encompasses the key challenges for the energy
transition, and tools and methods to solve these challenges is able to create an exemplary pathway for
an overall global energy transition to combat climate change.

A number of research projects, for example, ‘The North Sea Region Programme’ by Interreg [9],
Energy Systems in Transition (ENSYSTRA) [10], etc. are especially focused on the NS region with an
aim to draft the exemplary pathway for the energy transition. This review paper is one of the outcomes
of the EU Horizon 2020 project ENSYSTRA, which focuses on the enablers and consequences of the
energy transition in the North Sea region. To envision the future energy transition pathways in the NS
region, it is important to have a comprehensive understanding of the sector coupling practices, the
potential uses, and benefits of sector coupling, state-of-the-art energy system models to accommodate
sector coupling, and straightforward methods to select appropriate energy system tools. A clarified
understanding of existing literature reviews can aid apprehending a legitimate research methodology,
which will eventually constitute a pathway for performing further research to find out the optimum
approach towards the desirable transition.

The coupling of different sectors in the energy system is expected to play a vital role to realize the
energy transition in the NS region. Initial findings on the sector coupling modelling attempt in the
ENSYSTRA project suggests that there is a knowledge gap in the comprehensive understanding of
the relatively new term ‘sector coupling’ and the application of sector coupling in different energy
modelling tools. Additionally, there is no straightforward method to select one or more tools from
the broad range of available state-of-the-art energy models to portray a comprehensible picture of the
energy transition over different temporal and spatial levels.

2.2. Objective

The general objective of the research can be formulated from the motivation, which is to provide a
comprehensive understanding of sector coupling and how to incorporate sector coupling concepts in
energy system models. To realize sector coupling in energy system models the following two research
questions can be composed:

1. How can sector coupling be defined and realized from the far-reaching perspective of energy
system modelling?

2. Which of the state-of-the-art tools are accessible to model sector-coupled energy systems, and
how to choose an appropriate tool?

Based on these two questions, the general objective can be further interpreted as follows:

1. To understand the definition of sector coupling and its potential role and applicability in the
energy transition.

2. To comprehend the progression of state-of-the-art energy system models, and selection of
appropriate modelling tools based on the rationale of the research.

An additional sub-objective relevant to the research is to show the usefulness of an appropriate
tool from the list of appropriate models. Hence the use of the open energy modelling framework,
‘Oemof’, as a potential tool has been corroborated in the latter part of the paper.

2.3. Methodology

The literature review of the paper is mainly divided into two parts. The first part reveals the
literature in ‘sector coupling’ and the second part reveals the literature in ‘energy system modelling’.
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Since there has been a significant evolution of research in different periods of time, both parts have
been subdivided according to research performed in different decades. Google Scholar Database was
screened for articles mentioning the following keywords—sector coupling, energy system modelling,
North Sea energy, energy transition, 100% renewable, power-to-heat, and power-to-gas. The initial
screening included journal articles from Energy, Energies, Applied Energy, Energy Policy, International
Journal of Energy Research, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, Applied Thermal Engineering, Renewable
and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Sustainability, International Journal of Sustainable Energy Planning and
Management, and Energy Economics. Additionally, a number of important articles and reports from
different projects in the field of energy systems have been reviewed. Nevertheless, the paper does not
claim to deliver a complete account of all published research on sector coupling and energy system
modelling. Alternatively, the paper aims to present a broad account of important approaches and
findings in sector coupling from the energy modelling perspective.

The rest of the paper is presented in five different sections. The first two sections (Sections 3 and 4)
summarize the literature review on sector coupling and energy system modelling. The aim of Section 3
of the literature review is to investigate sector coupling practices for energy transition in energy systems
(mostly large-scale), to find out which are the coupled sectors, what kind of methodologies have
been applied to analyze these systems, renewable technologies that are present and most likely to be
integrated in these systems, how the technologies have been used to handle the seasonal behavior of
renewables, and the role of prominent energy storage technologies as well as the plausible evolution
of the transport sector using electricity or hydrogen in a sector-coupled energy system. Although a
number of 100% renewable-based systems has been mentioned in the literature review, the objective is
not to analyze and review in detail all the 100% RES-based systems, rather the objective is to understand
the state-of-the-art of sector coupling and what role it is likely to play in the energy transition for
renewable-based energy systems. The objective of Section 4 is to present the relevant review of the
energy system models, followed by a list of the up to date energy system models that are open or free
for academic use. The aim of Section 4 is not to look deep into all the pros and cons or to find the
weak spots of existing energy system models. Instead, Section 4 tries to summarize the energy models
and their reviews to have an overall understanding of the evolution, current state and the scope of
the models.

Section 5 formulates the selection of appropriate tools based on the rationales of the research,
which in this case is the selection of open source energy system models with the availability of all
renewable generation components, energy storage, sector coupling options, suitability for various
locations, scalability and grid modelling scopes. A short description of the selected tools along with
their references are provided at the end of Section 5. In Section 6, ‘Oemof’ is presented as a potential
tool based on the rationales of the selected list of tools. The core concept, features, examples, and
the motivation for using Oemof are hence described in this part. In Section 7, a summary and a
critical discussion based on the literature review has been presented. The final part concludes with the
recommendations for future research in this field. Figure 4 presents a quick look at the methodology
and the significant points of the review.

In summary, the rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 3 construes the literature review
on sector coupling. Section 4 depicts a literature review on energy system modelling. Section 5
presents a methodology for an appropriate tool selection. Section 6 presents ‘Oemof’ as a useful open
energy modelling tool. The lessons learned from the review and future recommendations for the
upcoming research are discussed in Section 7. Appendix A demonstrates the complete list of open
energy modelling tools adapted from various resources. Appendix B illustrates a detailed comparison
between the selected modelling tools based on different parameters in 3 different tables. Appendix C
lists the elaborations of the acronyms used throughout the paper.
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3. Literature Review on Sector Coupling

To make the energy transition successful in the NS region all the major energy sectors (power,
heat, transport, and industries) should focus on renewable energies. For example, heating systems can
run by electric heat pumps or resistance heaters, or vehicles can be driven by electricity or bio-fuels.
Integrating different sectors is often interpreted as ‘sector coupling’, which helps to incorporate more
renewable energy sources. A more elaborate definition is discussed in the next section.

3.1. Definition of Sector Coupling

Sector coupling indicates the concept of combining different energy-consuming sectors—such as
electricity with heating, cooling, transportation, etc. The integration of different sectors can provide
flexibility and reliability to the system. For example, electricity can be used for district heating
(power-to-heat, also known as P2H), or for producing hydrogen and synthetic gas (power-to-gas, also
known as P2G). The gas can be stored, to either fuel vehicles, or to provide backup for electricity
or heat conversion in peak times. Another example is the use of biofuels, which can stimulate the
greenification heating and transport industries [11].

In the heating sector, P2H technologies hold great opportunities for the energy transition.
An important example is the heat pumps that use electricity to absorb existing heat from the Earth, to
compact it and then to use it for the operation of the heating system. This is also efficient, for example
in energy-efficient buildings, a good heat pump with a coefficient of performance (CoP) 3 is able to
produce 3 KWh thermal energy by consuming 1 KWh of electricity. However, it is necessary to mention
here that CoP 3 does not indicate the efficiency of 300%, which is thermodynamically impossible, rather
it indicates that 1 KWh of electricity can be used to run the compressor and required pumps to transfer
the energy from environmental heat sources to a building [12].

The transportation sector is another major consumer sector of electricity. It is possible to electrify
the transport sector in many areas. For example, electric cars and trains are already in use in Europe in
many countries. It is important to expand the charging infrastructure for the extended use of electricity
in these areas. Overhead lines for heavy cars are also being tested. Besides electricity, hydrogen can be
another option for making the transport sector more environmentally friendly. Electrolysis can be used
for this P2G technology, which is a reversible process. Bio-fuel is another attractive fuel option in the
transport sector because of their energy density, easy distribution system, adaptability with current
motor engines [13].

The idea of sector coupling is visualized in Figure 5 which has been adapted from [14]. This figure
illustrates only the major renewable energy resources and the three main energy sectors. Power-to-heat,
power-to-gas or power-to-liquid (also known as P2L) are often referred to as power-to-X (P2X) as
shown in Figure 5. It needs to be mentioned that the integration of different sectors can be more
complex, and include more resources and sectors (for example, industries).
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In the next two sections, relevant research on sector coupling, especially focusing on the national
level is presented. While Section 3.2 focuses on research from 2001–2010, Section 3.3 focuses on more
recent reviews, from 2011 to the present.

3.2. Literature Review on Sector Coupling from 2001 to 2010

Early research on sector coupling can be traced back to the short report of Lehmann on ‘Energy
Rich Japan’ [15]. They used six different scenarios to exhibit how Japan can make a transition towards
a renewable-based energy system using efficient energy technologies across residential, transport,
industrial and commercial sectors. Later, the Danish perspective on sector coupling was demonstrated
by Lund and his co-authors in several papers. For example, in one paper [16], Lund and Mathiesen
presented the possibility for a 100% renewable-based energy supply in Denmark. They considered
several alternatives such as wind, biomass, and hydrogen, and concluded that some of the energy
carriers can also cause inefficiency in the design of the system, and this can be avoided if certain
measures are taken beforehand. Lund et al. investigated the possible use of district heating and
heat pumps in Denmark in another research work [17]. They recommended that the district heating
networks in Denmark should be expanded from 46% to 63–70% along with individual heat pumps to
provide the optimal solution in the future energy system. Additionally, the concept of including electric
vehicles (EV) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) was discussed by Lund and Kempton in [18], where they
identified that including EV and V2G to the system allows the inclusion of more wind electricity without
surplus production, and thus reduces the carbon emissions. Descriptive renewable-focused energy
scenarios developed in quantitative and qualitative terms for Austria was suggested by Madlener et al.
in [19].

In a few works of literature, the use of hydrogen has been considered as a feasible technique to aid
sector coupling. For instance, Sørensen discussed having hydrogen as an alternative in sector-coupled
electric and heat sectors and additionally projected that hydrogen can also be used to supply fuel for
half of the German cars [20]. Similar research outcomes are also exhibited by Krajačić et al. in [21], who
concluded that hydrogen is a secure and technically expedient energy supply. Kim and Moon revealed
in their research that carbon-emission reduction and energy-efficiency gain is possible through the use
of hydrogen in the energy system of Korea [22]. Energy demand management, biomass gasification,
load shifting and transport sector electrification for New Zealand were suggested by Mason et al.
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in [23]. Different perspective literature on sector-coupled European energy systems is presented by
Zervos et al. in [24], which sketches out a way forward for 2030 and 2050 especially focusing on the
policy recommendations to overcome the non-technical obstacles of sector coupling in power, heating,
cooling, and transportation sectors.

3.3. Literature Review on Sector Coupling from 2011 to Present

Significant research has been carried out on sector coupling of national energy systems during
recent years. For example, in [25], Connolly et al. presented the 100% renewable-based energy system
for Ireland where he equipped the heating sector with district heating and heat pumps, and the
transport sector with electricity, hydrogen, and biomass. In another research work, the planning of a
100% self-sufficient energy system using renewables for Croatia was presented by Krajačić et al. [26].
The Chinese energy system was analyzed by Liu, W. et al. [27], where they recommended changing
the current infrastructure to match the power supply and demand with renewables. Ćosić and
Krajačić proposed a 100% renewable-based Macedonian energy system with a high share of solar,
wind and biomass, along with various storage technologies [28]. Henning and Palzer modeled the
sector-coupled future energy system for Germany consisting of electrical and heating and storage
components and analyzed the system’s cost and performance values [29]. In the second part of their
research, they concluded that 100% renewable energy can feed the power and heat demands (space and
hot water) of the entire building sector in Germany [30]. Electrification of the gas sector in Canada was
examined by Garmisri et al. in [31], where they considered the plausible benefits of P2G, using excess
power from the wind to generate hydrogen. In another research work relevant to the P2G method,
Qadran et al. showed that the overall operating cost of Great Britain’s power-gas network can be
reduced by producing hydrogen from electricity [32]. Sector coupling of power, heat, and transport in
the future UK energy system was also explored by Teng et al. using an advanced stochastic analytical
framework [33]. Another prospective national sector coupling example is from Guandalini et al. who
evaluated the remote future P2G potential for Italy and concluded that excess energy recovered from
renewables can be used for 7% of Italy’s current fuel consumption [34].

Delucchi and Jacobson analyzed the feasibility of integrating power, heat and transport sectors from
100% renewables all over the world and concluded that the barriers are not economic or technological,
rather predominantly social and political [35]. In [36], Connolly and Mathiesen demonstrated that the
techno-economic potential of renewable energy is dependent upon the availability of resources and
fuel imports. They indicated that the transition needs to start soon, is plausible without any additional
system costs, and can create a positive impact on local jobs. In other analogous research, Mathiesen et al.
suggested that creating smart energy systems with smart infrastructures enables the proper utilization
of flexibility components in a system, such as storage, heat pumps and EVs [37]. Mathiesen et al.
presented smart energy systems integrating electricity, heat and gas grids to realize 100% RES. They
presented the use of biomass in a limited and sustainable way and concluded that energy transition
towards a bio-energy free sector-coupled system is possible via smart energy systems. An aggregated
energy model was analyzed by Nastasi and Lo Basso., who considered P2G as a solver of dispatch
issues relevant to the storage and energy market [38]. Another optimal design and operation of the
wind-hydrogen-electricity network were presented by Samsatli et al. in [39]. The electrification of
public transport with fast-charging batteries was investigated and determined by Rogge et al. [40].

In [41] Buttler and Spliethoff reviewed the role of water electrolysis coupling electricity, heat,
transport and chemical sectors via P2G and P2L. An interesting revelation from their paper is that
water electrolysis is likely to play an important role in providing flexibility to large energy storage
applications. However, there is a need for more investigation and progressive optimization to integrate
the electrolysis process in different sectors. Schaber presented an elaborated least-cost optimization
energy model for Germany in [42]. The research compared sector coupling options and their economic
impact with electric storage via two different scenarios. The research results suggest that long-term
hydrogen or gas storage becomes debatable when the heat sector is electrified using renewables.
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The model also showed that in long-term scenarios, grid extension from North to South is necessary
to electrify the heat sector in Southern Germany. They concluded that sector coupling with variable
renewable energy integration can improve the economic efficiency of the German energy system.
Gils et al. presented a 100% system for Brazil with sector coupling options and revealed that solar and
wind can be more cost-effective than installing new hydro-electric plants [43]. Their model results
indicate transition towards 100% system requires coupling of electricity, heat and transport sectors via
P2H, EV, and hydrogen options. The transition is also heavily dependent on local development, public
perception, and industrial policies. Liu et al. discussed the concept of integrating the transport sector
using different EVs and assessed the ability to include more fluctuating wind power in the energy
system in Inner Mongolia in China [44]. They also recommended the inclusion of heat pumps and
pumped storage in the energy system to enhance benefits. In another paper, Liu et al. recommended to
mitigate individual transport demands, improve the efficiency of vehicles, and increase alternative
fuels from renewables to provide a long term solution in China [45].

In [46], Mathiesen et al. concluded that 100% RES-based systems can impact socio-economic
actions positively while creating more job opportunities leading to extensive export incomes. They also
revealed that in future the 100% systems will be competitive in comparison with the current systems,
based on the challenges of climate change and economic development. The concept of adding smart
thermal grids to implement fossil-fuel-free heat supply in future smart and sustainable energy systems
was discussed by Lund et al. in [47]. The need for smart energy systems has also been explained
in [48] where Lund et al. recommended that the integration of renewables in the power sector should
be harmonized with the heat and transport sectors, with a focus on energy efficiency. In this paper,
they also described the importance of combined heat and power (CHP) in providing flexibility for
power supply-demand balance and stabilization of electrical grids. The idea of decarbonizing the
heat sector via the use of district heating and heat pumps has been discussed in [49] by Connolly et al.
in their Heat Roadmap Europe. Their heat strategy indicates a significant reduction in heating and
cooling costs and recommends considering environmental pollution and policy impact parameters
while integrating the transport sector in the future decarbonization approaches. In a similar strategic
paper on Heat Roadmap China, Xiong et al. revealed the idea of district heating as a long-term solution
to reduce dependency on fossil fuels and to decrease system costs [50]. David et al. discussed the
role of large-scale heat pumps in future energy systems and concluded the replication of heat pumps
throughout Europe is technically feasible [51].

Connolly et al. presented a pathway for a 100% EU energy system by 2050 in 9 transitional
steps in [52]. They concluded that the transition towards a 100% system in the EU depends more on
politics and societal abilities rather than on cost-effective energy solutions. Electricity storage is not
the optimal solution to integrate large inflows of fluctuating renewable energy since more efficient
and cheaper options can be found by integrating the electricity sector with other parts of the energy
system and by this creating a smart energy system. In [53], Lund et al. presented the idea of sector
coupling in smart energy systems as a more efficient and cheaper option than integrating energy
storage. However, they did not recommend to exclude energy storage from the system since they
provide other usabilities in future energy systems. The feasibility of 100% RES-based systems was
further validated in a recent paper by Brown et al., where the authors discussed demonstrated that
100% systems are not only feasible but also viable. The comprehensive list 100% RES-based systems
and their proven examples can be found in the paper by Brown et al., which covers the globe as well as
its continents, sub-continents, countries, regions, and sub-regions [54]. A recent review of the concept
of smart energy systems can be found in the paper by Lund et al. [55]. The term ‘smart energy system’
can be used to signify sectoral integration instead of considering individual sectors. According to
Lund et al., the idea of smart systems can provide plausible efficient and achievable solutions. Another
paper from Lund compares the concepts ‘smart grids’ with ‘smart energy systems’ and concludes
that the latter (with sector coupling) can be implemented with relatively lower investments with a
minimum extension of grids and storage facilities [56].
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Some of the latest prominent researches on sector coupling in Europe can be found in the papers [57,58]
and [59]. In [57], Robinius et al. analyzed the potential of sector coupling and linked the electricity and
transport sectors on national, continental and global levels. In the follow-up paper [58], they outlined an
approach for the modelling, especially focusing on the power and transport sectors of Germany. The model
results were presented by means of excess power, electrolysis application, hydrogen infrastructure, and
economic analysis to show the potential benefits of sector coupling. Brown et al. considered two concepts
in his renewable-based model, electrification of heating and transport sectors, and reinforcement of the
inter-continental transmission network in Europe. Their scenarios concluded that, while the battery
electric vehicles can balance solar power variation, P2G and thermal storages can balance long-term
variations in supply and demand. They also concluded that the system cost can be reduced through the
expansion of the transmission network, but only when the sectors are weakly coupled [59].

4. Literature Review on Energy System Modelling

In this section, an overview of energy system models and a list of appropriate open-source
energy models have been presented, which can be helpful for the scientific community working on
modelling large RES-based systems. Sections 4.1–4.3 sub-categorizes the energy modelling research
into three periods.

4.1. Reviews of Energy Models from 1970 to 2000

The earliest review of energy models can be traced back to the research reports by Charpentier et al.
in which they described 14 energy models and classified them in terms of substance and geographical
applicability [60]. Beaujean et al. developed the first survey of global and international energy models
based on earlier reviews by Charpentier et al. [61]. Meier in his book contrasted different energy models
and proposed a categorization taxonomy for developing countries [62]. In [63], Markandya focused on
power system planning models, with a focus on environmental concerns and developing countries.
In [64], Grubb et al. classified energy models based on six dimensions: bottom-up and top-down,
temporal horizon, sectoral scope, simulation and optimization, aggregation level and geographical
scope. Energy models were also compared by Shukla in [65], where he evaluated the bottom-up and
top-down approaches. Bhattacharyya undertook a comparison between equilibrium energy models
in [66]. Using different energy models to reduce CO2 emissions in future European energy systems was
presented by Krause in [67]. Hourcade and Robinson determined three objectives for energy system
models: forecast, backcast and scenario development [68]. Kelly and Kolstad contrasted between the
evaluation models for controlling climate change in [69]. The classification of energy models and how
an energy model can be selected for regional planning was described in the book by Van Beeck [70].

4.2. Reviews of Energy Models from 2001 to 2010

Between 2001 and 2010, there were two elaborated energy model reviews. The first one was by
Jebaraj and Iniyan in 2006, in which they reviewed a list of energy models including planning models,
supply-demand models, forecast models, renewable models, emission reduction models, optimization
models, neural network models, and fuzzy theory models [71]. Another detailed review was by
Connolly, D. et al. in which the authors presented 68 different computer tools that can be useful to model
renewable-based systems to meet various objectives needed for the energy transition [72]. Among other
notable reviews, Pandey suggested incorporating the features of developing countries in energy-policy
modelling and discussed the transition dynamics and barriers in [73]. Bahn et al. reviewed the
modelling approaches for presenting, understanding and controlling the synergy between regional
economies, their energy systems and their environmental impacts [74]. Nakata addressed different
energy-economic model issues and application of the model in concurrence with renewable systems,
national policies and environment [75]. Ventosa et al. focused on market modelling for electricity
production to aid identification, classification, and characterization of approach divergence [76].
Urban et al. analyzed the performance of models dealing with developing country aspects [77].
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Hiremath et al. explained why decentralized planning is needed for energy systems and how energy
models can be accommodated in the decentralized level [78]. Sensfuß et al. reviewed agent-based
models that can be used to investigate market power and designs [79]. Van Ruijven et al. discussed
the compatibility of global energy models for developing countries in [80]. Möst et al. presented
approaches via stochastic modelling for liberalized electricity markets in [81]. Foley et al. provided
techniques for electricity modelling and examined a few USA- and Europe-based power system
models [82]. A comparison of existing energy models was also discussed in [83], where Bhattacharyya
and Timilsina investigated the suitability of models for analyzing energy, environment and climate
change-related policies of the developing countries.

4.3. Reviews of Energy Models from 2010 to Present

There are significant pieces of literature on energy system modelling focusing on the latest
trends and developments in the modern energy systems and looking forward to the energy transition.
For example, in [84], Bazmi and Zahedi revealed the role of optimization modelling as a useful tool in
the renewable-based energy systems. They also assessed the long-term potential of P2G, the foreseeable
change in the demand pattern and penetration of photovoltaics (PV) and wind in a national energy
system in their research. The key areas of urban energy systems were discussed by Keirstead et al.
which are the design of technologies, building, and systems, urban climate, assessment of policies,
use of land and modelling of transportation systems [85]. Energy economic optimization models
were reviewed by DeCarolis et al. in [86]. They provided recommendations regarding a sustainable
software framework for repeatable analysis and suggested that models should be open through
cross-examination of open code and data, and everyone should be able to verify the model results by
running the model using the open code and data. Energy demand forecasting models were reviewed
by Suganthi and Samuel in [87], and the models are characterized by traditional and computational
methods, support vector regression, ant colony, and particle swarm optimization, and bottom-up
methods. Policy process models were presented by Hedenus et al. in [88].

While revealing the 21st-century challenges for energy system modelling, Pfenninger et al.
divided the models into four categories: optimization models, simulation models, market models and
qualitative and mixed-method scenarios [89]. According to their research, the four key challenges
are the temporal and spatial resolution, the balance of transparency and uncertainty, recognizing the
increasing complexity of energy systems and incorporating people’s behavior, associated social risks
and opportunities. An integrated model to evaluate the possibility of energy efficiency in the industries
were analyzed by Olanrewaju and Jimoh in [90]. Li et al. introduced the term STET for socio-technical
energy transition, and analyzed the STET models and their operation for three sectors: energy supply,
transportation, and buildings [91]. The recent optimization techniques for hybrid (PV-wind) renewable
energy systems were reviewed by Sinha and Chandel in [92]. A typology of long-term energy system
and power system tools were abstracted by Després et al. in [93]. Multi-energy systems models on city
level were summarized by Van Beuzekom who concluded that none of them provide practical grid
feasibility perspectives [94]. A methodical approach to identify the established modelling tools via
literature reviews and policy papers were presented by Hall and Buckley in [95]. Tools for modelling
EVs and their characteristics were reviewed by Mahmud and Town in [96].

The latest developments in energy system modelling and their detailed overview can be found
in the research papers by Sola et. al. [97], by Ringkjøb et al. [98] and by Lopion et al. [99]. While the
perspective of Sola et al. was to implement the recent co-simulation methods for city-scale energy
system models, Ringkjøb et al. presented an elaborate review of 75 recent energy system modelling tools
which consider renewables as main generating resources. Lopion et al. [99] reviewed 24 national-level
energy models which included all the energy sectors. A list of open energy modelling tools can also
be found in [100], where a list of energy models published under open-source licenses are frequently
added and updated by the Open Energy Modelling (Openmod) community.
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5. Appropriate Tool Selection

The ‘Openmod Philosophy’ is termed after the ideology of the Open Energy Modelling (Openmod)
community, which demonstrates the idea of promoting open energy modelling, in which the source
code is available freely for studies, modification, and improvement by the users. The ‘Openmod
Philosophy’ is mainly aimed at increasing the transparency, reliability, reproducibility, and networking
among the modelers and the users. It also avoids repetitive work and enhances education and public
engagement. The energy modelling process according to the Openmod community can be illustrated
as in Figure 6, which has been adapted from [101,102]. Details about the Openmod community can
be found in [103]. The energy system transition towards carbon neutrality needs to perceive the idea
of ‘Openmod Philosophy’ in energy system models now more than ever. The models need to be
transparent, and openly accessible, to align with the policy relevance. The major steps to consider in
the ‘Openmod Philosophy’ has been addressed by the Openmod community (Pfenninger et al.) in
their research paper [102], where the authors discussed the strategies regarding code, data, intellectual
property, license, modelling languages, supports, and community building.
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5.1. Rationale-Based Methodology for Selection of Tools

Because of the eminent essentiality for open energy modelling required by the global energy
system transition, the idea of ‘Openmod Philosophy’ has been considered as the key criterion in
this research to select a number of tools to model an energy system. A primary list of recent energy
system modelling tools (open and non-open) can be drafted by combining the 75 tools presented by
Ringkjøb et al. [98], and recent open model tools listed by the Openmod community [100]. It is found
that according to the ‘Openmod Philosophy’, the total number of tools narrows down to 59, which
are open for energy modelling and at least free for academic use. The tools and their geographical
resolutions can be found in Appendix A.

The list is then further shortened to accommodate the modelling of the sector-coupled renewable-based
system. The rationale used further shortening the list is shown in Figure 7. The rationale used for shortening
the list can be stated as follows:

1. The models follow ‘Openmod Philosophy’ of sharing code and data;
2. The model either provides all proven renewable components or the users have access to code to

build and modify different components;
3. Energy storage is present or can be added to the model;
4. Realization and integration of different sectors (e.g., electricity, heat, and transport) are possible

in the model;
5. The models can be replicated for any geographical contexts;
6. The model allows grid modelling;
7. The model horizon varies from sub-national to global levels to allow for modelling from different

resolution aspects.
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Hence the list then narrows down to 16 tools. It is necessary to be mentioned here that some of
the omitted tools are capable of modelling sector-coupled RES-based system but with adjustment in
regional data for renewable resources being used in the system. However, this paper focused on only
the tools which fulfill all the designated criteria explicitly. Table 1 shows the shortlist of tools along
with their methodology, temporal resolution, sectoral coverage (electricity, heat, and transport), and
demand response consideration.

5.2. Short Description of the Selected Tools

This section provides a short description of the 16 tools which have been selected based on the
rationales to design a sector-coupled RES-based system. Here it is necessary to mention that all of
these models or modelling frameworks and their combinations are found to be suitable to fulfill the
objectives of this research. The idea of open science and Openmod Philosophy is one important focus of
this paper, which inspires the cross-use of open models and sharing the code and data. Modellers who
want to develop a sector-coupled, RES-based system are encouraged to use any of these 16 tools, or
any other tools based on the additional rationales of research, to portray different aspects of the energy
system. A detailed comparison of the 16 tools can be found in Appendix B where the tools have been
compared in terms of their objectives, approaches, geographical coverages, inclusion of conventional,
renewable generation and storage, grid types, commodities, demand sectors, demand elasticity, costs,
market modelling, emissions and software used for modelling. The tables in Appendix B have been
adapted from Ringkjøb et al. [98], and open model tools [100].

5.2.1. Calliope

‘Calliope’ is an energy planning tool for systems ranging from districts to continents [104].
The main focus of calliope is flexibility, spatial and temporal resolution, and separate code-data
platform. Pre-defined systems can be tested for different modes in calliope. Text files are used to define
technologies, geographical location, and possible sources. The model then creates an optimization
problem based on the files, provides a solution, writes the results in dataset formats so that they can be
easily converted into Pandas structures. This helps a simple analysis using either endogenous Calliope
or Python data-processing tools.
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Table 1. Proposed tools based on specific rationales for modelling sector-coupled and RES-based Systems.

Serial Tool Methodology Temporal
Resolution

Sectoral
Coverage

Demand
Response

1 Calliope Linear Programming
(LP) User-defined -

√

2
DESSTinEE

(Demand for Energy Services, Supply
and Transmission in Europe)

Simulation Hourly - -

3

Dispa-SET
(Unit commitment and Dispatch

model. SET refers to the European
Strategic Energy Technology Plan)

LP, Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming

(MILP)
Hourly

√ √

4 ELMOD
(Electricity Sector Model Family) LP, MILP Hourly

√
-

5 ficus MILP 15 Minutes
√

-

6
LEAP

(Long-range Energy Alternatives
Planning)

Simulation and
Optimization Yearly

√
-

7
LUSYM

(Leuven University System
Modeling)

MILP

15 Minutes,
Hourly,
Daily,

Weekly

-
√

8

MEDEAS
(Modelling the Energy Development

under Environmental and Social
Constraints)

Mixed Yearly
√

-

9
Oemof

(Open Energy Modelling
Framework)

LP, MILP, Partial
Equilibrium User-defined

√ √

10
OSeMOSYS

(Open Source Energy Modeling
System)

LP User-defined -
√

11 PowerGAMA
(Power Grid and Market Analysis) Simulation, LP Hourly - -

12 PyPSA
Python for Power System Analysis LP User-defined

√ √

13
RETScreen

(RET refers to Renewable-energy and
Energy-efficient Technologies)

Simulation
Daily,

Monthly,
Yearly

- -

14

SIREN
(SEN Integrated Renewable Energy

Network. SEN refers to the
Organization ‘Sustainable Energy

Now Inc.’)

Simulation Hourly - -

15

SWITCH
(Solar, Wind, Transmission,

Conventional Generation and
Hydroelectricity)

MILP Hourly
√ √

16 urbs
(Urban Energy Systems) LP User-defined

√ √

5.2.2. DESSTinEE

DESSTinEE is developed as a futuristic energy system model for the year 2050 in the European
context [105]. The model is used mainly for testing electricity transmission assumptions and the
economic obstacles that rise with the modelling. 40 countries have been included in the model
with 10 primary- and secondary-energy forms. The technique used in the model is a predictive
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simulation. When the user provides data and assumptions into the model, it provides a set of answers
as simulation results.

5.2.3. Dispa-SET

The Dispa-SET model is developed using the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) and
Python [106]. The model uses simple comma-separated values (CSV) files as input data. The methodology
of the model is based on linear programming (LP) or mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and
depends on accuracy and complexity levels. There are two types of variables in the model. The continuous
variables indicate power dispatch units, load shedding, and curtailed power generation. Binary variables
indicate unit commitment status. The model solves the unit commitment problem by considering a central
operator with full information. However, the unit commitment problem excludes optimal power flow
calculations. The problem is subdivided into unit scheduling and economic dispatch problems. The goal
of the unit commitment is to minimize the total system cost.

5.2.4. ELMOD

ELMOD consists of several spatial optimization models and demonstrates details of the European
power sector including generation and transmission networks [107]. The modelling approach is
bottom-up, and consider different engineering and economical parameters of the system. The models
consider power flow in high-voltage grids as well as features of the generating units and results in
minimum-cost or maximum-welfare dispatches. Market design, network congestion, and investment
problems can be solved using ELMOD. ELMOD’s several versions are ELMOD (for Europe),
ELMOD-DE (for Germany), stELMOD (stochastic multi-market model), and dynELMOD (multi-period
investment model).

5.2.5. ficus

‘ficus’ model is based on MILP and mainly used for expanding system capacities or solving
unit commitment problems for local energy systems [108]. The model was originally developed for
factories. If a demand time series is provided, the model finds the least-cost solution for commodities
like electricity and heat. The model considers cost time-series, peak demand charges, etc. for every
commodity. The model can be converted into an LP model by deselecting equations. The model
is able to deal with multiple numbers of inputs and outputs for energy conversion and considers
relevant efficiencies.

5.2.6. LEAP

LEAP is a popular scenario-based modelling tool that includes energy generation, consumption
and all the economic sectors [109]. GHG emissions can be tracked for all the sectors. LEAP can analyze
air pollutants and climate pollutants leading to local pollution reduction. Although LEAP does not
represent a particular energy system, it can be used to develop different energy system models with
unique data structures. A broad range of modelling techniques can be supported by LEAP including
top-down and bottom-up modelling. There are also special methods to realize transport planning.
LEAP provides both simulation and optimization techniques to model power sectors and capacity
expansions. The models are transparent, flexible, and adaptable to other models.

5.2.7. LUSYM

LUSYM is an MILP-based unit commitment model developed by the University of Leuven
(KU Leuven) [110]. It selects the optimized scheduling from a number of power plants to satisfy the
electrical demand and takes into account all the operational parameters of the system. The mathematical
formulations include power station limitations, load flexibility, curtailment of RES, storage options,
grid parameters and limitations, spinning reserves, and must-run scenarios. LUSYM can be used for
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large-scale systems within reasonable simulation times. Through compact formulation, efficient data
handling, and MILP solvers, the simulation times are reduced in LUSYM.

5.2.8. MEDEAS

The objective of MEDEAS is to develop a model to structure the futuristic energy system in Europe
while considering the technical and social constraints [111]. The renewable-based transition in Europe
and the required policies can be tested using the MEDEAS model. It considers various other tools,
for example, WoLim (World Limits Model), TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) and
LEAP. MEDEAS considers input-output analysis to realize the socio-economic and environmental
impacts. The design is modular, so that the system is flexible, and engages stakeholders from different
categories. The model also provides high spatio-temporal resolution and involvement of sectors.

5.2.9. Oemof

Oemof is a framework for developing energy system models and different applications to perform
energy system analysis [112–114]. The model generator of Oemof can be used for solving investment,
dispatch optimization, and unit commitment problems. Oemof provides a detailed component-based
modelling using mathematical formulation and includes heat components such as CHP, heat pump,
heat storage, etc. The grids can be modelled via two approaches, either by trans-shipment or by
linear optimal power flow. Oemof is being used as a modelling tool in several projects including
ENSYSTRA [10], and hence the tool is described in detail in Section 6 of this paper.

5.2.10. OSeMOSYS

The OSeMOSYS tool is designed to assess long-term energy planning scenarios on different
geographical scales (from continents to villages) [115]. The tool is ready to use by scientists as well
as policymakers for its rapid learning curve and minimum run-time requirement. The tool balances
energy supply and demand and minimizes the total cost. The tool includes sectoral integration
as well as operating in different spatio-temporal levels. The energy resource component details
incorporate technical and economic parameters, technology potentials and system costs. Real issues
like techno-economic constraints or emissions can be addressed via policy scenarios. The tool is a
deterministic, LP, long-term modelling framework, which is also adaptable to MILP for including
complex functions.

5.2.11. PowerGAMA

PowerGAMA is a simple simulation tool for analyzing RES integration in large-scale power
systems [116]. The tool is based on Python and provides high-level analysis for a dispatchable
generation. The optimization is based on marginal costs for user-given timesteps. The tool considers
the variability of RES and demand. Another important feature of PowerGAMA is that it considers
alternating current (AC) grid power flows based on physical equations. PowerGAMA can address
the flexibility assessment via storage inclusion, optimum energy mix, associated costs, and network
congestion problems.

5.2.12. PyPSA

PyPSA is a tool for the simulation and optimization of modern power systems [117]. The tool
considers various features, for example, conventional generation with unit commitment, variable
renewable generation, storage inclusion, sector coupling, and mixed AC-direct current (DC) networks.
PyPSA can be used for large-scale networks with a long time series. It can solve static and linear
optimal power flow, least-cost optimization problems. The static power flows can be calculated using
linear and nonlinear equations. Linear optimal power flow addresses minimum cost optimization of
power and storage dispatching units using linear equations. Additionally, security-constrained linear
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optimal power flow can also be performed. The total system cost optimization can be undertaken
using linear equations for optimizing generation and storage unit dispatch and considers investment
in generation, transmission, storage, and other infrastructural capacities.

5.2.13. RETScreen

RETScreen is a popular pre-feasibility analysis tool for renewable energy projects [118]. It can be
used for energy efficiency, renewable integration, and cogeneration for addressing the feasibility of an
upcoming or ongoing project. There are two different versions of RETScreen, excel-based and graphical
user interface-based (RETScreen Expert). The tool is easy to use and can be used by scientists as well
as policymakers to determine, evaluate and optimize the techno-economic feasibility of clean energy
projects. The tool also allows us to measure and verify the performance of an energy project and helps to
determine the plausible savings opportunities. The tool is available in 36 languages, which enhanced the
versatile use of the tool. Both conventional and renewable technologies are incorporated in RETScreen,
which includes their efficiencies, sectoral integration, etc. The tool can be connected to the central
databases for obtaining different input parameters. A number of available projects also simplifies the
understanding of RETScreen based clean energy projects and their implementation strategies.

5.2.14. SIREN

SIREN is a toolkit that uses the ‘System Advisor Model (SAM)’ for energy calculations [119].
SIREN provides scenario building provisions for preferred energy mix. To build a scenario, a map
can be chosen which addresses the current local electrical network in the map and allows additional
stations by the user. The user can also obtain relevant data from other resources to put into the model.
The result from the model is listed as shortfalls and is uploadable into the power balance component
of the SIREN toolkit. This way, the cost of dispatchable generation, storage and emissions can be
quantified. The final outcome is a complete RES-based scenario reflecting the costs.

5.2.15. SWITCH

SWITCH can be used for energy transition planning to modern energy systems to satisfy
state-of-the-art grid requirements [120]. Investment and operational planning including renewable
integration can be performed using this tool. There are several applications of SWITCH, such as
resource planning via integration, fundamental research, techno-economic analysis, policy evaluation,
etc. The electrical elements of SWITCH consider unit commitment, efficiency, supply curves, planning
and operational reserves, storage provisions, demand response activities, hydropower networks, and
policy limitations. The flexible architecture of SWITCH allows a user to choose reference models as
well as write own customized models.

5.2.16. urbs

The model ‘urbs’ consists of various model entities [121]. The entities are commodities, processes,
transmission, and storage. Intermittent supply and demand datasets can be modelled in urbs using
time series. This model can generate linear optimization models for energy systems. The tool uses
linear programming and can be used for capacity-expansion planning and solving unit commitment
problems in distributed systems. The model can be adapted for varying geographical scales, from
continental to local levels. The tool focuses on the optimized sizing of storages and their usage. It looks
for the cost-optimal solution for the given time series for multiple commodities. the model generally
considers hourly time steps and incorporates reporting and plotting features.

6. Oemof as an Open Model Tool

The literature review in Section 4 demonstrates that most of the energy system model reviews
provide a general overview of the tools and the models are often classified based on their functionalities.
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However, the current modelling challenges and research questions are not addressed in most of the
reviews. This research paper helps us to gain an idea of the model evolution, current challenges, and
the available tools for energy system modelling. Section 5 carries on the idea of finding a suitable
model for a specific purpose and hints on how based on several rationales of the specific purpose a
model can be selected. This list of 16 tools does not predicate a ‘must choose from’ obligation, rather
it helps a user to realize and justify which of the tools are suitable for a sector-coupled RES-based
system open modelling. Hence, a user can select any of the 16 tools as described in Section 5, combine
them, and even select an additional tool that is not in the list of Table 1. However, a short glimpse
into the models with references is presented in the last part of Section 5 to have a fundamental idea
about the tools. Followed by the short description, this Section (Section 6) discusses in detail one of the
16 tools ‘Oemof’ as one of the progressive tools. The reason for detailing this particular modelling
framework is because this model will be used by the author in the next stages of modelling of the NS
energy system as a part of the ENSYSTRA project [10]. However, readers are recommended to go
through the references [104–121] and to have a detailed idea of all the modelling tools, so that they can
choose the tools based on their specific research rationales.

Energy system modelling challenges are increasing with the growing complexities of the largely
renewable-based energy systems and their high unpredictability. The challenges become more complex
when they incorporate issues like integration of variable renewable energy sources [122], forecasting
methods [123], demand-response mechanisms [124], power-handling capabilities [125,126], etc. in the
model. In the research paper by Hilpert et al., the authors addressed the key challenges of energy
system modelling which include complexities, uncertainties, interdisciplinary modelling, scientific
standards, and model utilization [127]. They introduced the concept of the modelling framework
Oemof as a contemporary approach for modelling energy systems and explained how Oemof can be
used to tackle the challenges of modern energy systems.

6.1. Why Oemof Can Be Used as A Tool to Model the North Sea (NS) Energy System

Oemof can have a significant contribution in open science through the use of its free and open-source
software, collaborative development and modular structural representation. The challenges as
mentioned in [127] can be addressed by Oemof’s open philosophy. Some of the significant features of
Oemof to address the energy system modelling challenges are:

1. Oemof is able to create flexible energy system models due to its easily integrable generic structures
and object-oriented approach.

2. Oemof addresses the uncertainty through the use of collaborative modelling to look deep into
various decisive features of energy systems.

3. Oemof allows interdisciplinary modelling to understand common research problems in
energy systems.

4. Oemof follows strict scientific standards via different levels of control mechanism to ensure
transparency and reliability. Oemof also allows repeatability, reproducibility, and scrutiny of
the model.

5. The open-source, open data approach of Oemof also allows communication between modellers
policymakers and other stakeholders, which enhances the understanding of energy systems and
accelerates the energy transition.

An investigation into the details of Oemof [112–114] and its applications and usage [128–137]
suggest that it has the ability to include all the conventional and renewable generations of the
NS energy system. It is clear from the analysis of the aforementioned references that most of the
proven components of an energy system are already available in the Oemof framework. In addition,
Oemof provides provisions to include different kinds of storages and dispatchable loads. The Oemof
framework has cross-sectoral modelling opportunities including heat and transport. Because of its
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suitability to model the NS energy system, the next two sections discuss the core concept of Oemof, its
features, components, and the plausibility of using Oemof for modelling a large-scale energy system.

6.2. The Concept of Oemof

The acronym Oemof is derived from ‘Open Energy Modelling Framework’. Oemof provides an
energy modelling toolbox that is open-source, free and has very good documentation [112–114]. Python
is its base language, and it has a modular structure with various packages which are linked via explicit
interfaces. In Oemof, the energy system is represented by a network of ‘nodes’ which are connected via
‘flows’. ‘Nodes’ represent either balance spaces or entities of an energy system and ‘flows’ represent
energy flows. ‘Buses’ and ‘components’ are two types of nodes. While buses are used to connect the
components (e.g., electricity bus, heat bus), the components indicate generators and consumers in the
energy system (e.g., power plants, storage units, loads). Flows are used to represent the inputs-outputs
of components (e.g., electricity, heat). There are basic components present in the Oemof framework,
which can be used directly or can be modified according to needs. The main concepts of the theoretical
formulation of Oemof can be found in the research paper by Wingenbach et al. [138].

A simple energy system can be presented in Oemof as a combination of source and sink components,
and transformers. The ‘source’ indicates the producing component (e.g., wind turbine) and the ‘sink’
indicates the consuming component (e.g., loads). The ‘transformer’ indicates the producing and
consuming component to and from different buses (e.g., gas-fired power plant). Figure 8 presents a
simple energy system in Oemof illustrating its components and buses.
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from Oemof Documentation [114].

6.3. Using Oemof to Model Energy Systems

Oemof libraries can be combined to write an application to model an energy system. The current
Oemof libraries are- network, solph, outputlib, feedinlib, and demandlib. In Oemof network, the
components (sources, sink, and transformer) are required to be connected to one or more buses.
The solph library can solve optimization problems like LP and MILP. The energy system also has
additional components such as storage. The outputlib collects the results of optimization, which can
be visualized using any plotting library. Feedinlib and demandlib can be installed additionally to
calculate feeding time series and load profiles.

In an Oemof-network, a source has one output. For example, energy-generating sources like solar
PV plants, wind turbines can be considered as sources. Similarly, a sink has one input. Electricity
and heat loads in a household can be represented by a sink. Transformers have multiple inputs and
outputs. For example, a combined heat and power (CHP) plant can get gas from the gas bus and
provide electricity and heat demand via the respective buses. Transformers can also be used to model
transmission lines in the energy system.
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Figure 9 shows another example of an Oemof-network-based energy system where PV, Wind and
a Gas plant are used as sources, a CHP is used representing a transformer, a storage component is
connected to the electricity bus, and electricity and heat loads are representing sink components. There
are three buses in the energy system, namely electricity, heat and gas bus.
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To create an Oemof application, at first, an empty energy system object is constructed which contains
the nodes and sustains information. Different scenario provision and node-handling capabilities are
also provided in this step. The next step involves the population of the energy system nodes and flows.
After that, the model is optimized using a solver. The final results are then processed using the output
library in the last step. The usage can be separate or within one single model. A developer of Oemof
can easily switch between economic dispatch, unit commitment, and investment modes by making
minor changes depending upon the application developed.

Examples of Oemof usage can be found in multiple projects [128–133]. ‘Renpass’ [134], ‘appBBB’ [135],
and ‘Hesysopt’ [136,137] are some examples of Oemof applications which are used either to simulate
future energy systems (renpass), or regional heat and electricity systems (appBBB), or support district
heating system flexibilization (Hesysopt). These examples also prove the credibility of using Oemof for
large and complex sector-coupled energy systems. An example of such a system modelled as an Oemof
application is illustrated in Figure 10 which has been adapted from Hilpert et al. [127].
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7. Summary and Conclusions

7.1. Lessons Learned

To understand the role of sector coupling in the global context, the definition of sector coupling
was delineated which was followed by the basic idea of integrating the heat and transport sectors
into the power sector, the hypothesis of P2H, P2G, P2L and P2X required by the sectoral integration.
The literature review on sector coupling was divided into two different timelines. The first timeline
(2001–2010) presents national schemes for potential pathways towards a sector-coupled with future
energy society and includes research examples from Japan, Denmark, Austria, Germany, Korea, and
New Zealand. The second timeline (2011–present) presents the more recent trends in sector coupling
and demonstrates examples from Ireland, Brazil, Mongolia, Croatia, China, Macedonia, Germany,
Canada, Great Britain, UK, and Italy. Both of the timelines include the potential of various renewable
resources, district heating, heat pumps, power-to-X, and hydrogen. Additionally, issues like the usage
of smart grids, electrification of all the sectors, and optimal operation of the sector-coupled network
are also key factors of the prominent research into sector coupling.

The evaluation of the different literature reviews for sector coupling has shown that there is a
lack of a uniform view in science and politics and there is a definite need for a clear understanding.
While some works of literature discuss only the transformation of renewable electricity to heat, gases or
liquids, other works of literature also reveal about integrating all the aspects of energy sectors. Hence,
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a unique understanding of sector coupling can refer to the progressive process of substitution of fossil
fuels through the use of known cross-sectoral applications using renewable resources. While electricity
can be generated directly from renewables, heating, cooling, and transportation are possible via
P2H, P2G, P2L, and P2X. Sector coupling does not only refer to supply–demand relations but also
considers the interlinkage between the consumption sectors like households, commerce, trade, services,
industries, transports, etc. While the main objective of sector coupling is to reduce GHG emissions by
substituting fossil fuels, the secondary objective is to provide flexibility, network optimization and
increased efficiency to the energy systems. The review summarizes that all the pathways have their
pros and cons depending on their own geographical contexts, and solving the technical, economic,
social and political challenges of sector coupling with regional attention is capable of sketching out a
route for the required energy transition.

To understand the evolution, availability, and capabilities of energy system models, the literature
review on energy system models is divided into three different timelines. The first timeline (1970–2000)
presents the early energy modelling tools and their classification approaches. It is revealed from the
review that some of the old modelling tools addressed carbon emission reduction, and some of the
models were modified at a later stage to cope up with the transition in the energy systems. The second
timeline (2001–2010) gives more attention to the use of renewable energy required by the energy
transition, and also addressed other important issues in energy modelling such as national policies,
environment, electricity market, regional economies, decentralized planning, etc. In the third timeline
(2011–present), the idea of sector coupling has been taken into consideration by many of the models.
The latest trends in energy modelling also include the concepts of power-to-X, electric vehicles, open
science; and addresses challenges such as temporal and spatial resolution, the increasing complexity of
the energy systems, societal barriers, etc.

One of the conclusions from the literature review of energy system modelling is, there is a
shortcoming in the purposeful and efficient combination of different modelling approaches and
viewpoints, as well as collaboration between modelling tools on various aggregation and spatial levels.
The collaboration of different tools and ideas is necessary to provide a comprehensible picture of the
necessary transition process of large-scale energy systems like the NS region. The combination of these
tools will be able to translate techno-economic, social and environmental aspects of various strategies
and scenarios. Another conclusion concerns the resolution aspects of energy system modelling.
For example, when modelling from a national point of view, the aggregated models only provide
more holistic pictures but are unable to portray regional or sub-regional specifics, which results in
meaningless results at lower spatial scales including demand response. Hence it is very important
to address the energy system modelling from smaller to larger spatial levels, in which different
aspects of the energy systems, for example, technology components and their deployment potential,
infrastructure, demand response, the participation of society, market behavior, costs, etc. are more
specific and influential. Both of the spectrums, local and global, and the linkages between them are
important to address the challenges of energy system modelling.

The next obvious question is, what is already there on the table, and how to choose one or many
tools from this broad range of tools. The answer is, that selection of an appropriate tool can be based on
the rationale of a project. For example, one key objective of this particular research project is to model
an open-data, open-source, 100% RES-system, with sector coupling options for electricity, heat, and
transport. Hence based on these rationales, an example of shortening the list is presented in the last
part of Section 3, where a list of 59 open energy modelling tools is shortened to a number of 16 tools.
It can be presumed that most sub-regional to large scale challenges of the energy system transition and
sector coupling can be assessed using a combination of these 16 tools. A detailed comparison between
the 16 tools can be found in Appendix B. However, it should be noted that the collaboration of models
for modelling a sector-coupled energy system is not only limited to these tools only. This list functions
as an elemental reference based on the rationales, but other tools which are not present in this list can
also coact together in order to portray different specifics of an energy system from different contexts.
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An additional realization from the literature review is that there is a need to include social
and political aspects of the energy system models. The energy system modellers should not focus
on least-cost optimization only, rather they should try to look for near-optimal solutions which
include political and social processes. For example, the establishment of a new wind-power plant or
transmission line may be accepted, actively taken up or resisted by the local citizens and these issues
should be dealt with from social or political perspectives. Hence, the collaboration of modelling tools
needs to take into account the insights of policies and investment planning to finalize the strategies for
a smooth energy transition.

One of the promising tools to address the modern energy system challenges is Oemof, which is
becoming widely popular and is capable of understanding complex energy systems. Therefore, the
concept of Oemof is presented in Section 6, which is followed by the hypothesis behind Oemof tool, its
core structure and components, and the usage of Oemof to design simple to complex energy systems.
Based on the basic understandings of the Oemof model, it is speculated from the analysis that Oemof
can be used as one of the advantageous tools to design the sector-coupled and 100% RES-based future
energy system for the NS region.

7.2. Future Steps

This paper paves the pathway towards modelling of a sector-coupled system to facilitate the
energy transition in the NS region. The literature reviews are intended to create a comprehensive
understanding of sector coupling concepts and energy modelling. The paper also presents the selection
of a list of appropriate tools based on the rationale and recommends the use of Oemof and similar
open-model tools for modelling sector-coupled RES-based energy systems.

In the immediate next phase of the research, it is recommended to propose a detailed methodology
for modelling the NS energy system, the architecture of the model, and the final analysis of the results
from the model. The modelling should address the identification of input and output parameters,
data handling, scenario planning, and regional applications. In the later phase of the research, it is
also recommended that the model (or models) is (are) further validated through comparison and
collaboration between different models. This way the errors can be further minimized and the
models can be realized in close proximity to the real-world energy systems. In the final phase, it is
recommended to analyze the impacts of sector coupling, storage and dispatchable loads in the energy
system to find the optimal or near-optimal solution to craft the pathway and final recommendations
required by the energy transition.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Open energy modelling tools. Adapted from [98] and [100].

Serial Tool Geographical Scope Serial Tool Geographical Scope

1
BALMOREL

(Bottom-up partial equilibrium energy system
optimisation model)

Global 31 JMM
(Joint Market Model) Multi-regional

2 Calliope User-defined 32 LEAP National

3
COMPETES

(Comprehensive Market Power in Electricity
Transmission and Energy Simulator)

National, Continental 33 LUSYM National, Continental

4 COMPOSE
(Compare Options for Sustainable Energy) Single System 34 MEDEAS National, Continental,

Global

5
DER-CAM

(Distributed Energy Resources Customer
Adoption Model)

Single System, Local,
Regional 35 MOCES

(Modeling of Complex Energy Systems) User-defined

6 DESSTinEE National, Continental
(Europe) 36 NEMO

(National Electricity Market Optimiser) National

7
DIETER

(Dispatch and Investment Evaluation Tool with
Endogenous Renewables)

Germany 37 Oemof User-defined

8 Dispa-SET NUTS 1 (EU) 38 OnSSET
(Open Source Spatial Electrification Tool)

Sub-Saharan Africa,
developing Asia, Latin

America

9 DynPP
(Dynamic Power Plant Model) Single System 39 OpenDSS

(Open Distribution System Simulator) Distribution Networks

10 EA-PSM (Energy Advice Power System
Modelling)Electric Arc Flash

National, Continental,
Global 40 OSeMOSYS Community,

Continental

11 EA-PSM Electric Short Circuit National, Continental,
Global 41 PLEXOS Open EU

(PLEXOS Integrated Energy Model) Northwest Europe

12 ELMOD National, Continental 42 PowerGAMA Regional, National

13 EMLab-Generation
(Energy Modelling Laboratory-Generation) Central Western Europe 43 PowerMatcher Distribution Networks

14 EMMA
(The European Electricity Market Model) North-western Europe 44 PyPSA National, Continental
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Table A1. Cont.

Serial Tool Geographical Scope Serial Tool Geographical Scope

15
EMPIRE

(European Model for Power system Investment
with Renewable Energy)

Continental (Europe) 45 RAPSim
(Renewable Alternative Powersystems Simulation) Local

16 Energy Numbers-Balancing National 46 Region4FLEX Germany

17 EnergyPlan Local, National 47 renpass
(Renewable Energy Pathways Simulation System) Regional, National

18 EnergyRt
(Energy systems modeling R-toolbox) Multi-regional 48 RETScreen All

19
ESO-X

ESO refers to Electricity Systems Optimisation
(ESO) framework

Single node 49 SAM
(System Advisor Model) Single System

20 ETM (1)
(EUROfusion Times Model) Global (17 Regions) 50 SciGRID

(Open Source Model of European Energy Networks)

Europe and Germany
(any other EU country

also possible)

21 ETM (2)
(Energy Transition Model) Community - International 51 SimSES

(Simulation of stationary energy storage systems) Global

22 ETSAP-TIAM
(The TIMES Integrated Assessment Model) Global (15 Regions) 52 SIREN Regional, National

23 ficus Local, National 53 SNOW
(Statistics Norway’s World Model) National, Global

24 GAMAMOD
(The Gas Market Model) Europe 54 stELMOD National, Continental

25 GCAM
(Global Change Assessment Model) Global 55 SWITCH Regional, National

26
GENESYS

(Genetic Optimization of a European Energy
Supply System)

EU-MENA (21 Regions) 56
TIMES Évora

(TIMES refers to The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM
System)

Évora (Portugal)

27 GridCal Transmission Networks 57 TIMES-PT Portugal

28 GridLAB-D Local, National 58 Temoa
(Tools for Energy Model Optimization and Analysis) US

29
iHOGA

(Improved Hybrid Optimization by Genetic
Algorithms)

Local 59 urbs Local, Regional,
National

30 IRiE
(Integrated Regulating power market in Europe)

26 Areas of Northern
Europe
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Appendix B

Table A2. Comparison between the 16 selected modelling tools (Part 1). Adapted from [98] and [100].

Serial Modelling Tools Objective Approach Modelling Horizon Spatial Coverage

1 Calliope Investment and Operation Decision
Support Bottom-up Unlimited User-defined

2 DESSTinEE Scenario, Investment and Operation
Decision Support Bottom-up 2050 National, Continental

3 Dispa-SET Investment and Operation Decision
Support - Typically 1 year NUTS1 (Nomenclature of

Territorial Units for Statistics 1)

4 ELMOD Investment and Operation Decision
Support Bottom-up Typically 1 year Germany, Europe

5 ficus Investment and Operation Decision
Support Bottom-up 1 year National, Local

6 LEAP Scenario Hybrid Typically 20 to 50 years National

7 LUSYM Operation Decision Support Bottom-up Daily, Weekly and Yearly National, Continental

8 MEDEAS CO2 equivalent emissions, energy, social,
economic costs, RE-share Top-down 1 year Global, Continents, Nations

9 Oemof Investment and/or Operation Decision
Support, Scenario

Top-down, Bottom-up,
Hybrid Depending on application Depending on application

10 OSeMOSYS Investment Decision Support Bottom-up User-defined Community - Continental

11 PowerGAMA Investment Decision support and Scenario Bottom-up Typically 1 year Regional, National

12 PyPSA Investment and Operation Decision
Support, Power System Analysis Bottom-up 1 year National

13 RETScreen Investment Decision Support and
Scenario Hybrid Max 100 years All

14 SIREN Scenario Bottom-up 1 year Regional, National

15 SWITCH Investment and Operation Decision
Support Bottom-up User-defined Regional, National

16 urbs Investment and Operation Decision
Support Bottom-up User-defined Local, Regional, National
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Table A3. Comparison between the 16 selected modelling tools (Part 2). Adapted from [98] and [100].

Serial Modelling
Tools

Conventional
Generation

Renewable
Generation Storage Inclusion Grid Commodity Demand Sectors

1 Calliope All All All Net Transfer Capacity
(NTC)

Electricity, Hydrogen, Heat and
Fuels Aggregated

2 DESSTinEE All All Pumped Hydro
Storage NTC Electricity Building, Transport and

Industry

3 Dispa-SET All All All NTC Electricity, Heat Aggregated

4 ELMOD All All All Transmission, DC load
flow Electricity, Heat Aggregated

5 ficus All All All Import, Export Any commodity Aggregated

6 LEAP All All All None Electricity and heat Building, Transport and
Industry

7 LUSYM All All All Linearised DC Power
Flow Electricity Aggregated

8 MEDEAS All All - - Electricity, Heat, Liquid fuels,
Gas, Solid fuels Aggregated

9 Oemof All All All Import, Export, NTC
Electricity, Heat, Natural

synthetic gas, hydrogen plus all
primary energy sources

Building, transport and
industry

10 OSeMOSYS All All All None Electricity Aggregated

11 PowerGAMA All All All Linearised Optimal
Power Flow Electricity Aggregated

12 PyPSA All All All Non-linear, Linear
Power Flow, NTC Any commodity Aggregated

13 RETScreen All All Batteries Central, Isolated,
Off-Grid Electricity and Heat

Building, Industry (and
Commercial, Institutional,

residential)

14 SIREN All All All NTC Electricity Aggregated

15 SWITCH All All All NTC Electricity, Hydroelectric flows,
Electric Vehicles Aggregated

16 urbs All All All NTC (+ Linearized Load
Flow) Any Commodity Aggregated
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Table A4. Comparison between the 16 selected modelling tools (Part 3). Adapted from [98] and [100].

Serial Modelling Tools Demand Elasticity Costs * Market Modelling Emissions Software

1 Calliope Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2 Supply-Demand Any Python

2 DESSTinEE Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2 Spot CO2
Excel/Visual Basic for

Applications

3 Dispa-SET Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2 Supply-Demand CO2 Python, GAMS

4 ELMOD I, O&M, F, CO2 Supply-Demand CO2 GAMS

5 ficus Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2 Supply-Demand Any Python

6 LEAP Elastic I, O&M, F, CO2 Supply-Demand Any Stand-alone

7 LUSYM Inelastic O&M, F, CO2, B Supply-Demand CO2 GAMS & Matlab

8 MEDEAS I, O&M, F, CO2
Post-Keynesian

Approach Any Python

9 Oemof Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2, T, B Supply-Demand Any Python

10 OSeMOSYS Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2, B Supply-Demand Any GNU MathProg

11 PowerGAMA Inelastic Marginal Costs Supply-Demand No (but can be computed) Python

12 PyPSA Inelastic Capital Cost and
Marginal Cost Supply-Demand CO2 Python

13 RETScreen Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2, T Supply-Demand GHG Emission Factor Windows with .NET

14 SIREN Inelastic I, O&M, F Supply-Demand CO2 Stand-alone

15 SWITCH Elastic, Inelastic I, O&M, F Supply-Demand CO2 (optionally including
upstream intensity) Python

16 urbs Inelastic I, O&M, F, CO2, B No Any Python

* I = Investment, O&M = Operation and Maintenance, F = Fuel, B = Balancing, T = Taxes.
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Appendix C

Table A5. List of Abbreviations.

Serial Abbreviation Elaboration Serial Abbreviation Elaboration

1 CCS Carbon Capture and
Storage 13 Openmod Open Energy Modelling

2 CHP Combined Heat and
Power 14 OTEC Ocean Thermal-Energy

Conversion

3 CoP Coefficient of
Performance 15 P2G Power-to-gas

4 ENSYSTRA Energy System in
Transition 16 P2H Power-to-heat

5 EV Electric Vehicle 17 P2L Power-to-liquid

6 EU European Union 18 P2X Power-to-X

7 GHG Greenhouse Gas 19 PV Photovoltaic

8 KWH Kilowatt-hour 20 RES Renewable Energy
Sources

9 LP Linear Programming 21 SC Sector Coupling

10 MILP Mixed-Integer Linear
Programming 22 STET Socio-technical Energy

Transition

11 NS North Sea 23 V2G Vehicle-to-Grid

12 NTC Net Transfer Capacity 24 UK United Kingdom
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